
Identify & Develop Future Leaders

Organization Chart

9-Box Talent Grid

Succession planning is a process that ensures your company is prepared for the future. That way, when 
a key eployee leaves, you already have someone in mind to fill their position. Succession planning keeps 
your business moving forward during the inevitable changes that come with running a business. And such 
plans serve as an excellent tool for retaining your strongest performers, who oftend tend to be the type 
of employees who need to know where their career is headed. The Succession Planning Web App from 
FourVision adds valuable new-new functionality to Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Talent.

The Web App provides organization charts making it easy to see your entire organization hierarchy in a single 
view. Identify important succession information, such tenure risk, succession gaps and multiple successors. 
View the employee’s “Baseball Card” statistics from the organizational chart providing leadership with 
accurate information facilitating quick, informed decisions.

Create configurable talent grids and 
view employees performance and 
potential criteria. This overview is 
based on a variety of factors such 
as performance scores, potential 
rankings, risk factors, teams, 
locations and more. Display employee 
performance, potential, number of 
successors, succession risks and an 
employee overview comparison.

Succession Planning
FourVision’s Web App for
Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Talent
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Learn more about the 
Succession Planning  
Web App and request 
a free demo!

Scan the QR code or visit:
https://www.fourvision.com/web-app-for-succession-planning

Succession Planning Web App

Individual status

Succession planning enables leaders to:

Key takeaways

Not only the team status is important for your organization. Get the best insights of the status of an employee 
on areas like: Key worker, High potential, Performance scale, Potential scale or Retention potential.

FourVision handles the Digital Transformation of your HR processes with the utmost passion, experience and expertise. 
With over a decade of experience and countless successful Microsoft Dynamics 365 HR Implementations, FourVision 
excels at resolving complicated business challenges through the smooth and efficient implementation. FourVision has 
come across organizations who required enhancement in several key areas of their HCM environments. In response, we 
began creating flexible, cloud-based applications to provide enhanced functionalities. The result being a comprehensive 
suite of Web Apps that provide extra functionality and optmizes Microsft Dynamics 365 for Talent for each client.

• Align the organization based on current and future business needs.
• Understand retention risks and enable proactive intervention.
• Create a talent pipeline to fill future positions.
• Recommend developmental opportunities to accelerate the growth 

of individuals and talent pools.

Succession planning enables HR teams to determine key roles, identify high-potential employees who can fill 
those roles, create dedicated talent pools and accelerate the development of skills required to be successful.

• Org Chart creation and management
• Talent profile and planning
• High potential employee identification
• Analytics and Reporting
• Talent 9 box grid
• Connected to the Common Data service
• Integration with Performance Management and Workforce planning Web Apps
• GDPR compliant
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